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SCSC PRIORITIES 2017

- Development and promotion of standards and conformance to support the digital economy
- Exchange of the policy development, best practices to encourage the NQI that promote and strengthen specific sectors in APEC such as food safety, environmental protection
- Support and facilitation of MSME Trade through the promotion of the standardization activities
SCSC Updates

- SCSC Workplan endorsed by CTI for 2017
  - Supporting the multilateral trading system
  - Promoting Regional Economic Integration
  - Strengthening of comprehensive connectivity and NQI development
New Projects: 3 projects have been endorsed in the first session of evaluation in the following topics:

10th APEC conference on Good Regulatory Practices

APEC conference on enhancing WTO/TBT expertise

APEC Workshop on Smart City Best practices Sharing
SCSC Updates (continue)

Projects under evaluation (13 CNs submitted)

- Standardization for Eco-design Products
- Service Sector Capacity Building
- Food Safety
- Smart Manufacturing
SCSC Updates (continue)

- Support other APEC Committees, Sub Fora or Working Groups and Private Sector

- FSCF
- FSCF PTIN
- Joint Regulatory Advisory Committee-JRAC
- PPSTI
- EC
THANK YOU!